Continuous, Spontaneous, and Directional Water Transport in the Trilayered Fibrous Membranes for Functional Moisture Wicking Textiles.
Directional water transport is a predominant part of functional textiles used for continuous sweat release in daily life. However, it has remained a great challenge to design such textiles which ensure continuous directional water transport and superior prevention of water penetration in the reverse direction. Here, a scalable strategy is reported to create trilayered fibrous membranes with progressive wettability by introducing a transfer layer, which can guide the directional water transport continuously and spontaneously, thus preventing the skin from being rewetted. The resulting trilayered fibrous membranes exhibit a high one-way transport index R (1021%) and a desired breakthrough pressure (16.1 cm H2 O) in the reverse direction, indicating an ultrahigh directional water transport capacity. Moreover, on the basis of water transport behavior, a plausible mechanism is proposed to provide insight into the integrative and cooperative driving forces at the interfaces of trilayered hydrophobic/transfer/superhydrophilic fibrous membranes. The successful synthesis of such fascinating materials would be valuable for the design of functional textiles with directional water transport properties for personal drying applications.